
Results!
Validation was carried out in simulation environment using a model of a 
fully-actuated three fingered robotic hand in two different grasping tasks.!

The Virtual Object Algorithm gets closer to human-like performances than 
other mapping approaches  in terms of grasp quality and object motion 
directions. !
Synergy based mapping can result to be a robust control solution also 
when the environment conditions and/or the planned tasks are uncertain.!
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Virtual sphere algorithm!
Robotic reference points velocities are then related to virtual sphere 
parameters by:!

!
Considering the robotic hand differential kinematics we find:!

And thus the mapping function between the two synergy matrices:!
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Previous solutions: joint-to-joint mapping [2], fingertip mapping [3] !

!

!
Synergistic movements of the human hand are expressed as rigid-body 
motions and radial deformations of a virtual sphere computed as the 
minimum volume sphere containing reference points.!
!
The algorithm reproduces these motions and deformations on a virtual 
sphere computed in the same way on the robotic hand. !
!
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DoC inspired by sensorimotor synergies!

Recent results on the organization of the human hand in grasping and 
manipulation [1] are the inspiration for this work: these results have 
demonstrated that, notwithstanding the complexity of the human hand, a 
few variables are able to account for most of the variance in the patterns of 
human hands configuration and movement.!
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Problem description!

Why articulated hands are not so frequently used in industrial 
environments? !
- Too complex from a control point of view: grasping, manipulation!
- They suffer from a lack of standard control approaches!

N. of DoFs!

N. of app in industries.!

Because of their intrinsic complexity, there is not a standard approach to 
the control of grasping and manipulation tasks. Borrowing the 
terminology of software engineering, there is a need for middleware 
solutions for manipulation and grasping tasks to seamlessly integrate 
robotic hands in flexible cells. !
!

Main points!
The paradigmatic hand !
-  It is a trade–off between the complexity of 

the human hand model and the simplicity of 
the models of robotic hands. !

Synergies!
-  The paradigmatic hand has been developed 

to define a basis of synergies that allows to 
design simplified strategies for the control of 
grasping forces. The number and the 
structures of the force synergies has been 
defined.!

Projecting synergies to the robotic hands with 
dissimilar kinematics !
-  Theoretical tools to design a suitable 

mapping function of the control action 
(decomposed in its elemental action, 
synergies) from the paradigmatic hand 
domain onto the articulated hand co-
domain. !

!!


